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 Andrew Raftery, Open House: Scene 1 (Living Room), 2008. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of the artist and RYAN 
LEE Gallery, New York) 

From time to time I’ve profiled American artists I like, artists whose young age 
or medium keeps them from getting headlines. Angela Lorenz, for instance, 
makes the most inventive artist’s books, and these objects are precious and 
erudite. They’re not for the masses or the showy rich. Sheila Hicks is a fiber 
artist or, more precisely, a sculptor in textile. She’s well known, but fiber 
art’s a niche. Henri-Paul Broyard is a superb young painter whose dealer, 
Grant Wahlquist, is in Portland, Maine, not in beaten-track Manhattan. 
James Prosek is a young environmental artist, writer, and filmmaker, and 
the Audubon of fish.

Today I’ll write about Andrew Raftery (b. 1962), a master printmaker who 



lives in Providence and teaches at the Rhode Island School of Design. I say 
“master” not only because his prints are technically first-rate. He channels the 
Old Master engravers such as Dürer, Goltzius, Robert Nanteuil, and Lucas van 
Leyden in a totally modern way.

I first saw Raftery’s work about 15 years ago when he did a series of five engravings 
called Open House. The series depicts an open house, a staple of the real-estate 
business and among the committed voyeur’s weekend hobbies. A good-size 
community on a spring weekend will have dozens, so they’re not big news, but 
they’re ceremonies nonetheless. Homes are staged for strangers, tidier than ever, 
and, well, they’re public events available to all comers. Raftery picked a subject 
that’s immediately accessible to anyone who has bought and sold a house.

For buyers and sellers, the entire enterprise of home disposal and acquisition 
is one of life’s biggest dramas, involving as it does a hopeful future, massive 
inconvenience, the excitement of redecorating, and boatloads of spending. 
I’ve sold three houses. On open-house days, we, like every seller, exited for the 
duration. Evacuating our very indoor cat seemed to her, at least, a tragedy on 
the order of Chernobyl.

Andrew Raftery (Photo courtesy Andrew Raftery)



An engraving starts with a copper plate, burin, and artist. A burin is a tool with 
a narrow, sharp, steel edge that the artist uses to cut his design into the plate. The 
artist inks the plate, finds an elegant paper, paper with character, puts it through 
the press, and what we see, in Raftery’s case, is an homage to line. A line isn’t just 
a line. In his hands, it ranges from a dot with the tiniest stretch to long lines that 
start thin but then swell. Forms from people to furniture to trees look real but 
are made from straight lines. Raftery is a shadow master.

When I first looked at these prints, I never imagined a straight line could be 
so luscious and lively. It’s a modern line, though, since it’s both economical 
and insistent. Isolate a figure, and the viewer sees it’s made from parallel lines, 
seductively simple, but we all know simplicity is a rare discipline.

Engraving can offer cross-hatching for special effects, but curves and squiggles 
are tough to make since the burin cuts into hard, resistant metal. For a wilder 
line, artists need to etch, and that medium came years after engraving. Etchers — 
and the giants are Rembrandt, Goya, and Whistler — usually aim at atmosphere 
and movement, both ephemeral. An engraved line demands that the viewer 
study it. It’s got serious presence. A good line is statuesque. An etched line, 
serpentine, meandering, sometimes wiggling, has sass. Engraving is more about 
architecture than whimsy.

Andrew Raftery, Open House: Scene 2 (Dining Room), 2008. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of 
the artist and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York)



Andrew Raftery, The Autobiography of a Garden on Twelve Engraved Plates, installed at RYAN LEE 
Gallery, 2016. (Courtesy of the artist and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York.)

The series moves from the home’s living room to the empty dining room — a 
triumphant still life — and the kitchen, upstairs hallway, and master bedroom. 
The scenes juxtapose the discipline of line against the informality of the invaders. 
Men wear shorts and sandals, adults haul babies, cabinets are opened and ogled, 
a woman looks at herself in the bedroom’s full-length mirror, and a bodybuilder 
caresses a bench press that, like most home-exercise equipment, looks pristine 
from lack of use.

Raftery’s very funny. The look is Old Master, which means serious, even grand, 
in a style suitable for religious art or a formal portrait, like the subjects of most 
Old Master engravings, yet it’s an open house, for goodness’ sake, a mundane 
event. For bourgeois Americans, though, buying and selling real estate is a 
secular religion.

The living room looks like a little church, and the real-estate agent, in jacket 
and tie, genuflects to a seated house hunter as he makes his pitch. A bald house 
hunter stands before a painting on the wall depicting a massive, bulbous flower. 
The house isn’t a rinky-dink one. It’s got high ceilings, nice moldings, leaded 
windows, a baby grand, built-in cabinets, and 1960s moderne furniture. Raftery 
jostles formality and informality, giving the prints sizzle. And there’s that 
underlying mystery that’s very American: Will the thing sell? 



Raftery’s next big project is called The Autobiography of a Garden on Twelve 
Engraved Plates, from 2016. Again, there’s narrative, in this case Raftery’s monthly 
garden activities. Like Open House, the plates are scenes of everyday life. The 
series is autobiographical, too, since the subject is Raftery and his garden. A 
garden is an autobiography, Raftery believes, a show of his taste and aspiration, 
much as a home and its decor are. The artist makes art about gardening, itself 
an art.

Raftery engraved each scene on a metal plate and then printed on a decal applied 
to twelve cream-colored earthenware plates he designed. It’s not a radical 
technique, since transferware china, which Raftery collects, dates from the early 
1800s. These garden prints enhance Raftery’s Old Master sensibility since his 
narrative — how he develops his garden — is a spin on a theme of conception, 
birth, growth, decay, and dormancy that’s religious.

Raftery’s process is worth visiting. He starts by making wax figures, then drawing 
them nude, an Old Master practice, and then clothed. He did separate drawings 
of flowers, architecture, and atmosphere. He then made twelve round grisaille 
paintings, about 16 inches in diameter, that he reduced digitally and then 
engraved to fit the plate surface. Raftery uses stippling, another Old Master–
period technique that creates the look of light and dark shading through dense 
dots engraved on the plate. I shouldn’t call it pointillism because that’s what 
Seurat did with dots of color, but it’s the same concept.

Autobiography of a Garden shows flowers, leaves, grass, and dirt — pieces of 
nature — but a garden is planned. Raftery’s art, in this case, doesn’t look linear. 
Flowers and leaves seem delicate, moving with the breeze, or they’re dense, 
depending in no small part on Raftery’s stipple marks. It’s profoundly analytical 
work, aimed to create nature’s look and feel. We don’t conceive nature as exacting 
or analytical, but, following its own rules, it is. Nature throws curveballs, but, 
overall, its patterns are invariable and timeless. 



Andrew Raftery, JANUARY: Reading Seed Catalogs from The Autobiography of a Garden on 
Twelve Engraved Plates, 2009-2016. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of the artist and RYAN 

LEE Gallery, New York.)

Andrew Raftery, JUNE: Training a Passion Vine from The Autobiography of a Garden on 
Twelve Engraved Plates, 2009-2016. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of the artist and RYAN 

LEE Gallery, New York.)



I think they’re brilliant. The first plate, January, shows Raftery in bed, reading 
seed catalogues as he plans for spring. The last takes us to December as he surveys 
his snow-covered patch of land, thinking about what he liked and what he 
didn’t, and launching the cycle of life again. Raftery digs, waters, mows, prunes, 
and picks. Seedlings eventually tower over him as man commands nature in its 
infancy but, sooner or later, nature takes charge.

Autobiography of a Garden is the cleverest, newest version of self-portraiture. 
Raftery is in all the plates. It’s his life, in a year, via his garden, and he’s there not 
as just another pretty face but as a physical and thinking presence.

Raftery also made the plates, working with a ceramics professor at RISD. They 
are based on Victorian dinner plates in their generous size and depth and are 
scalloped to function as frames. He makes many of his other materials, too, 
such as quill pens from goose and crow feathers, iron gall ink from oak galls and 
vitriol, and Chinese ink from rabbit-skin glue.

The plates are engravings, though the surface isn’t paper but ceramic. It’s a 
twist on what is a print, but that’s part of Raftery’s creativity. He expands the 
boundaries of printmaking using old practices such as engraving and making 
transferware. I also like his merger of genre art — scenes of everyday life — and 
landscape. Now, Raftery’s latest project is another twist on tradition: wallpaper.



Andrew Raftery, Autumn Amaranths (single sheet), 2019. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of 
the artist and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York.)

Andrew Raftery, Winter Weeds (single sheet), 2019. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of the 
artist and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York.)



Yes, wallpaper is art and sometimes exquisite art. French scenic wallpaper from 
the early 19th century is extreme printmaking. There, immense scale, technical 
complexity, and superb design give new meaning to the term “flat art,” normally 
used for a painting. Wallpaper originating in this period — Zuber & Zuber still 
produces the most refined wallpaper today — sometimes depicts America’s 
majestic landscape or life in Raj India and sometimes Chinoiserie motifs or 
simple bursts of flowers set in graceful patterns. Now, Raftery is making his own 
wallpaper art.

Raftery is always tossing a twist in the mix. Open House and Autobiography of 
a Garden are scenes of everyday life. Elegant wallpaper is frankly decorative, in 
the sense of looking very pretty indeed but also in making a room, even a room 
in an old, modest house, look like a palace. Old scenic wallpaper views of India 
don’t show Mother Teresa in the slums. It’s elephants, palaces, the Himalayas, 
turbans, and baubles. Sitting in a room with fancy wallpaper, we feel like kings 
and queens.

He’s starting with a wallpaper for each of the four seasons. They’re gorgeous, with 
handsome, intricate forms and the colors of jewels. Raftery is doing something 
I admire in an artist, and it’s a sign of a very good artist indeed. He consistently 
does something different — working in sumptuous, saturated color after years 
as a black-and-white printmaker is another example — while keeping faith 
with established themes. His wallpapers, much like Autobiography of a Garden, 
concern nature’s cycles. Wallpaper is art for the home, and Open House is about 
a home. To prepare for the project, Raftery looked not only at French scenic 
wallpaper but wallpapers in historic houses throughout New England.



Andrew Raftery, Irisées Irises (composed), 2019. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy 
of the artist and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York.)

Andrew Raftery, Summer Scutellarioides (composed), 2019. (© Andrew Raftery; Courtesy of the artist 
and RYAN LEE Gallery, New York.)



Spring depicts irises and rosemary set against green and turquoise. Summer is 
the triumph of the coleus leaf, and a more various plant in color and shape 
is hard to find. Autumn, my favorite, is a nocturne. Each day in October see 
and feel less light. Nights get colder, the air drier, and the stars are best seen in 
sparkling clarity. Raftery’s palette is a fall one, of course, with purple, orange, 
and yellow, but their iridescence is spooky. Set against a deep blue, the fall colors 
pop as if they’re lit for the stage. It’s Halloween season, so magic’s allowed. The 
blue has a touch of pink in it, suggesting moonlight. It’s best seen by candlelight. 
Winter is a variation of creams. The plants are what New Englanders call “winter 
weeds,” the dregs of the previous season’s garden.

Making wallpaper isn’t for the faint of heart or the slapdash. Raftery is 
methodical, disciplined, and oriented toward making things by hand. He starts 
with drawing on graph paper, exploring motifs but also thinking about how 
a motif will look when repeated. He then makes a watercolor of the unit that 
repeats. He then makes a Rubylith negative of each design element based on 
its color. He’s anticipating the color separations and blends, which govern how 
many times the paper needs to be run through the press.

Rubylith design, representing different color printings for each design panel. (Courtesy of Andrew Raftery.)



For Spring, it takes seven trips through a 1950s-era letterpress. Again, it’s an old 
technology. Gutenberg’s the daddy, and, even in our tech-crazy era, sometimes 
the old stuff still does the trick. Raftery works with a master printer in Providence. 
Together, they scrutinize color and registration for each layer of the design. 
Once they’ve got the mix they want, the design’s good for thousands of runs, if 
Raftery wants that many. He’s selling a limited edition, though, through Ryan/
Lee, a New York art dealer.

Each of Raftery’s projects took years of planning, and he has a day job. He teaches 
at RISD, one of the country’s best art schools. I taught smart young people for 
years. It was a gift. It spurred my own creativity, as teaching does his, though 
when I was a museum director, that creativity tended to be channeled into 
asking people for money. Raftery’s creating beauty. Both are noble endeavors, 
and both deal, in Raftery’s and my case, with printed paper. As much as I adored 
my donors, these days I’m happy to immerse my eyes, soul, and energy in artists 
of his vision and quality.



An Artist Turns His Attention to Wallpaper, 
Yielding Beautifully Floral Results
By Laura May Todd | October 5, 2020

The Summer wallpaper by Andrew Raftery.Photo: Courtesy of Andrew Raftery

The work of artist and RISD printmaking professor Andrew Raftery focuses 
on the subject of domestic life. His Open House series of engravings from 
2008, for example, depicts the inner lives of American families in their 
homes, while his more recent Autobiography of a Garden turns the lens on 
himself toiling away on the flower beds at his mother’s Providence house. 
But his most recent work explores the domestic space as an artistic medium, 
in the form of four colorful hand-printed wallpapers.

These first wallpaper designs were conceived to be shown in a gallery as a 
backdrop to the plates created for Autobiography of a Garden. “I thought, 
‘How can I alleviate all this whiteness and create a more intimate viewing 
experience?’” recalls Raftery of the typical white cube gallery space. His first 
print, Spring Salad, took the form of a repeating pattern of leafy greens, but, 
as Raftery, who is represented by Ryan Lee Gallery, says to AD PRO: “Once 
you develop your first pattern, the first thing that pops into your mind is 
another one.”



Following the same autobiographical line of inquiry as his Garden series, 
Raftery designed each wallpaper to reflect a different season of his personal 
cultivations. Summer depicts a coleus leaf, chosen for its pigmented strata of 
green and magenta that echo the layered ink fields of letterpress prints. Spring 
is a shifting pattern of irises and rosemary atop an acid green and turquoise 
gradient, while Autumn resembles an Art Deco damask of amaranth and Love-
Lies- Bleeding flowers swaying over a deep blue starry night. “All the plants in 
the Winter wallpaper are native plants of New England that I’ve grown in the 
garden at my mother’s house,” says Raftery, describing the comparatively sober 
pattern of creams and vegetal browns. “I have a special area that’s just native 
plants. I find them to be so wonderful and so resilient and also very distinctive 
in the way they look.”

Discussing his inspiration, Raftery says he plumbed the history of wallpaper 
production to settle on a format. “I found a French tradition from the 18th 
century called Domino, which is sheets of wallpaper printed in letterpress that 
you would get from your stationer to line closets and boxes. I thought this idea 
of working with smaller sheets in the brilliant jewel tones of letterpress inks 
would really be a fun way to do it,” he explains. To arrive at the patterns, Raftery 
sketched the images, painted them in watercolor and hand-cut stencils, building 

Spring Salad.  Photo: Courtesy of Andrew Raftery A close-up look at the Autumn pattern. Photo: Courtesy of 
Andrew Raftery



up layers of detail and tone bit by bit before bringing the project to master 
printer Dan Wood to translate into letterpress on his Heidelberg printer. “He 
really helps me to figure out the layering and how the colors are going to add up, 
what’s going to give the impact and subtlety,” Raftery says of their collaboration.

Once the wallpapers were designed and printed, Raftery’s home in Providence 
became the perfect setting to bring the floral prints to life. He and his partner, 
Ned Lochaya had recently bought and restored an 18th-century property known 
as the Powder House—formerly an arsenal for gunpowder during the American 
Revolution—which Raftery describes as a piece of folk art itself. Each of the 
upper floor rooms was papered with a different pattern, creating a living gallery 
where “the installation in the house becomes its own work of art.” Though the 
home installation is not open to the public, an online viewing room of the in situ 
display is available on the artist’s website.

Last but certainly not least, Winter. Photo: Courtesy of Andrew Raftery



Ryan Lee opens an online exhibition by Andrew 
Raftery
August 24 2020

“Living inside these patterns has been fascinating. They are prints that cover a room. They break down the 
walls and offer open vistas. The repeats are conducive to contemplation.”

NEW YORK, NY.- RYAN LEE has just opened Handmade Wallpapers, an online exhibition 
by Andrew Raftery. The exhibition revisits the artist’s 2016 solo show of the same title, which 
was the culmination of an eight-year project creating ceramics, paintings, and installation 
based on his annual garden in Providence, Rhode Island. This project continues Raftery’s 
exploration of his elaborate garden, which he designs, plants, and tends each year.

This past year Raftery moved to a new house and planted a garden that is the inspiration for 
this exhibition. The online format for the show provides an ideal platform for showcasing 
Raftery’s final works, preparatory sketches, and images of the garden itself all in one space. 
This marks the first time that Raftery’s preparatory sketches – some of which have been 
acquired by museums – are on view, and also reflects the first time viewers can see images 
of Raftery’s garden alongside his finished works.



Handmade Wallpapers includes engraved ceramic plates, a video installation display on hand-
printed, letterpress wallpaper, and a series of prints featuring different elements of Raftery’s 
garden, captured throughout the year. Among the works on view are a video of Raftery’s hand 
designed wallpaper installed in his new house. Each of the four rooms in the upstairs of his 
home features a wallpaper that corresponds to the season, and the stairwell features a print 
custom designed for the house.

Raftery has long been interested in prints, particularly engravings, and the various ways we use 
them in our everyday lives: on wallpaper, clothing, and functional objects. Through his work, 
Raftery employs the centuries old techniques used in print making to explore contemporary 
subject matter.



ARTINFO









ARTINFO

“Autobiography of a Garden in Twelve Engraved Plates” is Andrew Raftery’s first show at Ryan 
Lee Gallery in New York and the culmination of an 8-year project. An accomplished and 
recognized painter and engraver, Raftery lives in Providence, RI and Brooklyn, NY and has been 
Professor of Printmaking at RISD since 1991. I met with him in Providence in late July, in his 4th 
floor studio inside the historic Grace Church, a gothic landmark dating from 1846.

The church bells chime on the hour and Raftery is pressed for time. At completion, the show 
will consist of 12 16-inch tondo paintings and a portfolio of 12 earthenware plates with transfer 
prints from Raftery’s engravings. Each plate depicts a solitary, middle-aged man, (the artist) 
working with great determination in an ornamental garden, chronicling every month of the year 
and his corresponding duties in the garden from inception to fruition, decline to dormancy. In 
January we see him in his bed reading seed catalogs, in March he is watering, in April digging 
out the lettuce bed. Cut to November and he’s taking out the dahlia tubers. Lastly, in December, 
he’s standing in the snow contemplating the next year’s planting.

The Autobiography of a Garden: Andrew Raftery in 
conversation with Mary Jones
by Mary Jones



The depth and wit of the narrative is conveyed with concise line on luminous glazed and 
dynamically shaped plates. These will be displayed against thematically-coordinated wallpaper, 
so that a complete world is presented through mastery of narrative detail and marvelous 
skill. There is both satire and profundity, and the lone gardener’s Promethean toil in his small 
but precious plot reminds us of our own struggle against time and the elements.   But while 
contemplating the smallness and beauty of our single lives, the appreciative viewer might not 
fully grasp the extensive process behind this artistry; the number of people and inventions 
cultivated for this project: that ink was formulated, ceramic glazes invented, original plate shapes 
created and named, and wallpaper designed and printed. And then of course, there’s the work of 
tending the garden, and it’s most important collaborator, the artist’s mother. 

You’ve said your title, “The Autobiography of a Garden” refers to Gertrude Stein’s “The 
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas”, because in that work Stein uses Toklas’s voice to describe 
their shared lives. To me, there many Alices in this project, including the garden itself, which 
belongs to your mother. Unlike the garden, she remains unseen throughout the project. 
What’s the relationship?

I started the garden for her, as a subject for her work. She’s a wonderful artist and she makes 
expressionist paintings of the flowers. At first I just planted things I knew she would like to 
paint. She’s done so many paintings year after year of the garden, and it’s through her work 
that I remember and see it, more vivid than any photograph could ever be. In a way her work 
completes the project and that’s always in the background. Even though she doesn’t appear in 
the work, she’s always there, and the sweetness of the time we’ve we’ve had together really comes 
through, because it’s her garden, too, and she absolutely adores it.

I hear she’s not alone in her appreciation?

Sometimes my mother wakes up in the morning to see people touring the back yard.   Providence 
is a very friendly place and doing a garden in a neighborhood like this becomes a very public 
practice, something you do as much for your neighbors as for yourself. People change their route 
from work so they can see what’s going on in the garden. They’re always calling out to me from 
their cars and making comments to me as they drive by. When they see me out there with the 
easel it’s especially fascinating to them.

Your earlier work always took place indoors, in upscale malls where strangers evaluate each 
other and interact during commerce. In “Suit Shopping” and “Open House”, you critiqued 
social status through invented narratives transpiring in these semi public spaces; the prurient 
curiosity of potential buyers at an open house, or the sly flirtations and homoeroticism of a 
man measured while suit shopping. But in “The Autobiography of a Garden”, you’ve moved 
outside, to a personal place of your own design, and you’re the only person depicted.

I think for the first time I wanted to put the lens of critique entirely on myself, and what’s 
emerged from this new work is a different kind of emotional tone. I’ve always thought of my 
work as satirical, but I don’t know if this project is anymore, it takes the risk of having a charge 
that’s a little bit deeper, a different kind of theme to it, that’s surprised me. I’ve always appeared 
in my pieces as a kind of witness, to show that this is a world that I know and whatever critique 



is in that world can be directed at me, too. I think the way I do it is fairly eccentric, and relates 
very much to the way I make my art, the kind of planning and imagination that I bring to the 
garden overlaps with what goes into planning a print or any of my work, and it’s unlike anything 
else I’ve done before.

One of the most striking things upon entering your 
studio are all these models that you create for 
observational painting, part of your classical 
approach. Do you consider them artworks?

I don’t know yet, they’re so personal, after all it’s me 
naked. I’ve shown the models that I made for “Open 
House”, but I’m not sure about these yet. Actually 
the thing about them is compared to my other work 
they’re a bit provisional, I only take them as far as I 
need for the drawings.

I enjoy how they’re so loose and have so much 
vitality.

That’s what makes them so much fun to draw. The 
great thing about the models is they give me distance 
both from myself as a subject, but also the physical 
distance that I need to take from the figure, which is 
very different from anything I could do otherwise. It 
really helps.

Do you undergo the same process for every single image? Did you have to make a model for 
the painting of you in bed?

There are nine images with models. Actually, for image in bed, I stuffed the bed with a dummy 
of myself which is the creepiest photo, but that’s how I did the drapery on the bed.

So you work from a photograph to make the models? Who takes the photos?

I do it myself. The photos in the garden are very specific to establish the scale.

Working from the photograph to the model, then from the model to painting allows a lot of 
slippage and infusion of expression, a facture that’s outside the photographic, or realism. Are 
you purposely creating a character for yourself?

The issue of self-consciousness is really central for me, to try to create figures that are not 
seemIngly conscious of being watched, or posing. It’s very important to the tone of the narrative 
itself. If I can achieve that, the work becomes less theatrical.



Is the characterization revealing for you?

That’s why I do it. Here’s’ a project that’s so super crafted, so super planned, and then there’s this 
by product that surprises me.

What is important to you about your extensive process?

I’m inventing these images, they haven’t existed before, and as I go through each step the image 
becomes more believable to me, and more memorable. When I think about visual narrative, 
I think about what’s possible to show in a handmade still image that’s separate from a film or 
novel, and depicting very particular external details to reveal character and content is something 
I’ve always been interested in, and what led me to Gertrude Stein’s writing. One of the things 
about engraving, is that there’s no fudging allowed, you have to know where every single mark 
is going to be, so I need to know my subject thoroughly. I begin with the form of the body in 
sculpture, insert that into a grisaille painting of the landscape done from life to get the tonal 
structure and detail, and then I trace that onto acetate for the engraving.

 Is the particular time of day relevant to each 
piece?

Yes. Each one tries to use the particular light 
of that time of year. For example, In February 
I’m using the kind of light that comes into my 
kitchen from a particular angle that is the never 
the same in other months. There’s a washed out 
light in August, the dog days of an overcast day. 
These things are very important to me.

It’s significant that you’ve returned to painting after such a long hiatus. What brought it back?

I can clearly remember when I stopped painting. It was during on my first sabbatical in 2001, I 
was working on a self portrait my kitchen amongst the transferware. It was an oil painting and 
I was detailing the images on the plates. And I just thought, “I’m so sick of this”. That painting 
remains unfinished. At that point I turned to the engravings for “Suit Shopping”, I was so happy 
to be working with engraving because it had a natural simplicity to it, a necessary stylization 
that didn’t allow for all that detail. So, it was with trepidation that I turned to painting again. 
It was through the back door, in a way because it’s in black and white Flashe, and very close to 
what I do in drawing. I thought that this would actually help, as there’s a limitation to the kind 
of modeling I could do, and I wouldn’t be tempted to go as far as I would in oil painting. But 
the funny thing is that it’s come full circle. Just in June I finished the kitchen painting, and as I 
sat there working on it, I thought this was the same painting I was doing when I decided to quit 
painting, because there I am doing a self portrait of myself in my bathrobe surrounded by all this 
transferware. I think it’s exciting that I picked up where I left off and found a new way to make 
it satisfying. When I quit painting, it was because I felt the drive towards a greater and greater 
verisimilitude and realism, a kind of smoothing out, which felt like a conservative impulse. I 
need to make it clear that my images are constructed fictions.



The transferware has made a transition from the background of your kitchen to the actual 
ground for the engraving. You and your partner, Ned Lochaya, are avid collectors. What’s 
your attraction?

Transferware for me has been a lifelong thing. As a child my family had a set of Johnson Brothers 
pink transferware and I really loved it. I loved setting the table with it because there’s nothing like 
eating dinner and looking at a picture. I remember I took that set with me to graduate school, 
that’s how much I liked it. Then, once while admiring the big 19th century brown transferware 
on the dinner table of print historian Richard S. Field, he said, “You know these are really prints”. 
That was a revelation to me. I started to think of transferware differently. Shortly thereafter, Ned 
started accumulating a collection that is now at about 1500 pieces. That’s a lot of anything, but 
we live with it and use it all the time, and I also look at it as a print collection. Our collection 
goes to about 1850, but there are other artists who’ve done printed pottery in my collection, like 
Claire Leighton, who’s been very important to me.

Can you talk about the shapes and designs of your 
plates?

Of course the big question for someone who’s never 
designed ceramics before, is what are you going to 
use? At first I explored the idea of finding a potter who 
would design the shapes for me, or using things that 
already existed. But then I saw that I could use paper, 
which I know really well, to invent my designs. So I 
started to play with tag board, and by using something 
that straightforward I could come up with many 
different solutions. It was so generative, I could refer to 
Victorian forms, which like mine are also often based 
on 6, 12, or 24 parts, or I could just use geometry to 
develop brand new shapes.

And once you had the design, how did you make the 
plates?

The pottery production has been an absolute saga in 
itself, and fortunately for me, Larry Bush, professor of 
ceramics here at RISD, has taken the project on. He 
really likes the plate shapes, which is a true compliment 
to me, and he figured out the production method, 
which is to use a hydraulic press with two part plaster 

molds. He also invented a special clay for the project, made entirely out of American materials. 
It’s a beautiful white earthenware, and people who know these things find it to be very close to 
a beautiful white 18th clay that Wedgwood once made, and he came up with the creamy clear 
glaze. He’s been super involved every step of the way.



And the engraving?

Just how to get an engraving onto the ceramic was also a dilemma. Millions and millions of 
pieces were produced in the 19th century in England, but that industry is really gone. I had 
really hard time finding any concrete factual information about the process.

I’m very surprised this information is lost, were you?

Wedgwood and Spode are closed, that industry is 
gone. There’s one factory left as a kind of heritage 
thing from what I understand. Industrial techniques 
are so vulnerable to loss.

Studio techniques are constantly being taught to 
new people through art schools and atelier practices, 
but when you’re dealing with assembly lines and 
everybody just knowing a little piece of the process, 
and with proprietary methods and materials, once 
it’s gone it’s very difficult to reconstruct. I called my 
friend in England, Paul Scott, author of “Ceramics 
and Print,” the first edition of his book has a list of 
resources, and from this list I started calling people 
in England. They would say “Well, we don’t do that 
anymore,” or “We all just all got fired.”   I did a lot 
of research on old patents and also on contemporary 

materials. We ended up making our own inks, and instead of printing on tissue paper like they 
did in the past, we used decal paper that’s used for digital transfers. The process brings together 
19th century technology and 21st century technology.

When did you conceive of the wallpaper to put behind the plates?

When you do an 8-year project, you have many opportunities to talk about it as a work in 
progress. I knew I didn’t want ornamental borders on the plates, like traditional transferware, 
but I did understand that these borders function as an opportunity to comment on what’s in the 
interior. I started thinking about a way to extend the work and began making pattern motifs 
based on the garden. I looked at an old style of wallpaper, a French style called “Dominos” which 
allows a patterned ensemble to be created from 9 x 12 inch sheets. Mine is similar and done in 
letterpress. Doing the wallpaper is what encouraged me to also make the ornamental cartouche 
for the back stamps with the title and the month of each plate. I’ve always been so dedicated to 
representation, and working with patterns and geometry has opened up a new world for me.

How did the fanciful names for the plate shapes come about?

The thing I didn’t know about ceramics is that once we press a plate, we have to spend at 
least half an hour trimming, sanding, and refining each one. When you do 1,500 of them you 
have to have, first of all, a lot of people to help, and along with the labor and time involved, 



an intimacy with each shape develops, and all 
of the forms got names along the way. Larry 
called the October shape “Fox Points”, because 
it reminded him of the landscape of the Fox 
Point neighborhood of Providence, but to me it 
suggested Chrysthanthemums. The May shape 
has this sort of lobed form, which is definitely our 
lettuce shape. I think the most poetic name is for 
the November shape. One of the assistants began 
to call it “Swan Wings”, and I think when you look 
at it just knowing that emphasizes the poignant 
quality of the waning light of November.

As in your earlier work, time is very specific in 
the garden, but your character is hard to place. Why?

One thing in my earlier prints that I was really trying to avoid was that sense of reflecting 
American regional arts and regionalism. That’s why I took on that extreme quotation of 17th 
century engraving techniques. Don’t get me wrong, I love American regionalism, I grew up 
surrounded by it in Washington D.C., but I felt it might be dated, it’s a movement that went 
out by 1938, and it’s so discredited now, But in this new work, I wasn’t trying to mask it, I really 
went for it. With the house being from 1929, the way I dress and with the hats I wear it could 
could conceivably be 1945, and then there’s something about the historical character of the 
neighborhood, and even the style of the garden, that taken all together implies this broad swath 
of periods. That kind of regionalism was brought into this project, and it’s very new.

Are there political or personal implications for this?

An artist I have been thinking about recently is Grant Wood, and the tragedy of Grant Wood 
is that he was in the closet. In some ways Wood’s “Daughters of Revolution” or “Parson 
Weems’ Fable,” are very gay works with a pointed critique from an outsider’s perspective. Some 
unbelievably humorous things are carefully placed in the paintings, such as the transfer printed 
Blue Willow teacup held by one of the aged daughters that is our key to understanding her 
pretensions. But in some cases, such as the weird interpretation of the George Washington 
cherry tree myth in the Parson Weems picture, Wood’s meaning remains ambiguous, as if there 
were some things he could not make explicit. As with Wood, you could see my work as “very 
gay” in its sensibilities and the avocations depicted, especially in the case of the extended self-
portrait in The Autobiography of a Garden. But because I don’t have to take on the pressures and 
prejudices faced by Wood, and have the privilege of being open about who I am, I’m free to use 
the conventions of American Regionalism to create new subjects. Maybe I’m a little like Grant 
Wood if he’d been out.



Photo: Frances Denny.

Transforming a bare plot of land into a lush garden may be the ultimate before-and-
after. So is the act of transforming clay, a form of dirt, into ceramics. Both are ancient 
arts, as are the crafts of engraving and printing. All of these come together in artist 
Andrew Stein Raftery’s latest project, Autobiography of a Garden on Twelve Engraved 
Plates. Tapping into the spirit of old transferware, Raftery—a master engraver and the 
head of the printmaking department at the Rhode Island School of Design—has created 
a set of a dozen plates depicting himself at work in the garden of his mother’s house 
in Providence over the course of a year. Each of the 12 pieces shows a task appropriate 

Tour an Artist’s Studio Inside a Historic Church 
Parish House
It’s in this charming Providence, Rhole Island, work space that Andrew Stein 
Raftery created his new installation of decorative plates.
text by Shax Reigler



for a particular month. On “January,” the gardener is seen reading seed catalogues in 
bed. “February” depicts planting seeds, and the rest of the series captures activities such 
as watering, edging beds, cultivating lettuces, training a vine, fertilizing, deadheading, 
mowing, bringing in mums, digging up dahlia tubers, and, finally, in “December,” 
contemplating the garden in the snow.

Raftery’s art projects are years in the making, and he spent eight working on this 
one. The images were drawn from life, then painted, then painstakingly engraved 
onto copperplates to create the prints that were then transferred onto the ceramic 
surface. Raftery worked with a ceramics professor at RISD to formulate a new clay 
for the installation, using American ingredients to re-create the color of Wedgwood 
creamware. He also designed a unique shape for each plate in the set. To round out the 
project, he designed his own letterpress wallpaper pattern, using motifs inspired by the 
garden, on which to display the plates.

A visit to Raftery’s studio on the third floor of the historic Grace Episcopal Church’s 
parish house in downtown Providence reveals the artist’s mind at work. It is full of work 
in progress, Old Master prints from his personal collection, and hundreds of pieces of 
vintage ceramics showing off some of his favorite patterns. The church’s organ loft is 
accessible through two doors of the studio. “The music is fantastic, and I often open the 
doors to listen to the organ at full volume,” says Raftery. “This is the only music I ever 
listen to while I work.”

The sets of 12 are sold in an edition of 80. The plates are on exhibit at New York’s Ryan Lee 
Gallery until November 5 and the Clay Studio in Philadelphia until November 27.



Art at the Threshold: An Inch in Andrew Raftery’s 
Open House by Faye Hirsch, from Volume 5, Number 5 

I have the good fortune of living with Andrew Raftery’s portfolio Open House, a five-part 
engraving executed between 2004 and 2008. A contemporary comedy of manners in the lineage 
of William Hogarth, the suite depicts a real-estate showing in which numerous potential buyers 
are inspecting a property on offer. The house—an architectural pastiche that evokes an early 
20th-century middle-class home in a solidly bourgeois neighborhood—is nicely maintained and 
carefully appointed in an aesthetic combining modernism (the furniture) and postmodernism 
(many of the decorations).In four pristine, light-flooded rooms and a hallway, white, middle-
class visitors with their children in tow wander about, snooping, chatting and arguing. We can 
glimpse one room from the next, and it is clear that the five scenes depict the same moment; the 
action is not sequential, but simultaneous.

As Jonathan Weinberg has pointed out, there are clues throughout Open House about the 
owners—their class and taste, but also their identity as a gay male couple (the two pairs of men’s 



shoes in two different sizes under the ottoman in the bedroom, for example).1 The prospective 
buyers likewise seem to embody a variety of domestic pairings. One cannot be certain who is 
with whom—Raftery is discreet; but that uncertainty in itself is noteworthy. In the bedroom an 
older and younger man appear to be squabbling, and in the kitchen there are two (presumably) 
same-sex couples, each with a baby: two women, who have placed their offspring on the table 
as they chat, and two men, one carrying an infant in a Baby Björn, who converse through a 
window. Raftery—whom I once heard in a lecture draw a parallel between his dedication to 
a marginalized practice (engraving) and his gayness—has “queered” this house. But how 
interesting to read the print in 2015, a decade after he embarked on it, when the actual legalities 
have changed—and to remark on the degree to which queerness has slipped into normalcy! 
Open House was prescient in this respect. The gay and lesbian house hunters in Open House 
in 2004, or even 2008, were maintaining their “normal” lives against existing laws and customs. 
These bourgeois shoppers carry on as if nothing is working against them. One might argue, 
however, that Open House likewise presents a scenario that fills some LGBT people with the 
dread of becoming like everyone else, of forgetting the heightened consciousness that Otherness 
offers. We melt into the larger scene like so many lines into an engraving, and forget the struggle 
and the thrill of being outlaws.

As Weinberg also noted, Raftery could not have known, when he embarked on this morality tale 
centering on a commodity that seemed within reach of so many, that when he finished printing 
it in 2008, the economy of the world would stand on the threshold of collapse2 —a disaster 
wrought in part by the type of transaction we see playing out before our eyes. Open House 
records a period in which the galloping financialization of our economy grotesquely inflated the 
value and accessibility of real estate. The pre-crash middle class is here presented in a state of 
relative innocence, enjoying its artificially puffed-up affluence before the bubble burst. In light 
of what happened, we can now view Open House not only as a morality tale, but as a kind of 
early 21st-century American vanitas. Suspended in time, it speaks of the fragility of wealth and 
worldly things.

Stephen Bann has located the stylistic genealogy of Raftery’s prints in the French academic 
tradition, in which “each form is rendered as a volume by nothing more conceptually complex 
than a system of parallel, engraved lines, whose slight variations of breadth and direction 
indicated not only volume, but differences of texture and effect of distance from the observer’s 
point of view.”3 Raftery adhered to this syntax throughout Open House, composing its many 
virtuoso effects of light and space nearly entirely in parallel lines. Among the many attendant 
linear adventures in the suite there is one small incident in scene two—a square-inch stretch at 
the far left of the dining room (preternaturally quiet, absent of nosy visitors, haloed in light, alive 
in detail)—that provides the most profound “threshold” in the print, literally and figuratively.

When I began to search the prints for a fascinating inch or two for this essay, I found that 
the measure might encompass an adorable baby head (kitchen), an Aldo Rossi Alessi teapot 
(dining room), a Robert Mapplethorpe orchid (living room). More tempting, it could comprise 
a detail of the print hanging in the bedroom—a self-referential passage in which Raftery posts a 
reproduction of his previous engraving project, Suit Shopping (2000–02). Tempting as that was, 
I settled instead on a piece of the floor at the threshold of the living and dining rooms and at the 
edge of the impression where the plate mark falls off into the empty margin. Curiously, the very 



same representation within this detail, of shadows cast by a standing man, occurs in the adjacent 
living room, where the man is actually present: my detail, which serves to link the two rooms, 
is a doubling (of sorts) of the living room detail, minus the defining subject. The man’s absence 
here permits the acute viewer to focus more closely on the complex economy of my particular 
chosen inch.

It consists of 50 lines: 45 or so parallel marks of various thicknesses and depths crossed by five 
thinner, more widely spaced and evenly wrought diagonals running in the opposite direction. In 
this inch, we find the near miraculous encapsulation of the following elements: the surface of the 
floor; two shadows cast by the legs of the man standing in the adjacent living room (drawing him 
into the dining room and, in concert with a figure glimpsed through the window, populating 
this otherwise empty space); the reflection of an open, glass-paned door; and multiple sources 
of light—not only the light refracted through those door panes, but by implication, all the light 
that finds its way into that refraction: switched-on light fixtures as well as daylight streaming 
through windows in both rooms. Representing a single stretch of floor, it gathers up numerous 
phenomena within its tiny compass.

In a 1953 article titled “Philosophy of the Threshold,” Philip Wheelwright spoke of thresholds of 
time and of the world: time, in that all existence passes from “what just was into what is about to 
be,” and the world, in that man “partly stands over against his world, confronted and confronting, 
and partly he finds himself immersed in it, continuous with it, more or less identified with it.”4 
Raftery’s lines evoke both thresholds: firstly, that of time, in facilitating a narrative, which after 
all involves a chronological passage, as we the viewers travel from scene to scene. Within the 
detail, however, time is frozen, as is the action in the scenes as a whole. Marking a transitional 
passage between the two rooms and referring to both at once, this little detail with its collection 
of lines distils the implication of time’s passage that lies at the heart of representational narrative. 
At the same time, it freezes time within the representation, arresting it by collapsing into itself 
the fleeting world of light and human motion. It stands on the threshold of different registers of 
time—between that of the observer and that which she observes. In the exchange, the work goes 
live; a distillation of the larger linear work of the print, it activates the “history” being described.

We might also say that this detail marks the threshold between imagination and the physical 
world, as it samples the embedded fabric of the object—the lines, the paper—at the same time 
it articulates the disappearance of that material existence into the representation. In most 
viewings, the inch disappears into the representation unnoticed. Yet in that very disregard lies 
its special force. We might read the detail as a metaphor for the overall suspension of disbelief 
that we exercise when looking at Open House, or indeed at any such representation composed 
of line alone. Immersed in the narrative, we choose to disregard its patent artifice. We step 
back and ignore the sheer abstraction of the lines, which on close view dissolve the image, 
destroy its totalizing illusion, an obliteration that alerts us to the work’s materiality and the 
fact of its production—and offers a trace of the artist.This is, after all, line’s sleight of hand, its 
unique persuasiveness in relation to seeing—a relationship that marks the threshold of art and 
perception. In this, the most poetic of Open House’s many thresholds, the square inch in the 
doorway trumps them all.



BURLINGTON, VT.- The Fleming Museum of 
Art announces the opening of a new exhibition 
celebrating the craft of contemporary printmaker, 
Andrew Raftery. The exhibition, titled Andrew 
Raftery: Open House, presents a five-part print 
series by New England based contemporary artist. 
Accompanying the series are preliminary studies 
created over a six-year period: architectural 
models, cast-resin figure models, and a selection 
of over fifty working drawings in a variety 
of mediums that reflect the artist’s exhaustive preparatory process. Raftery uses the age-old 
technique of copper-plate engraving to explore the commonplace activity of shopping for a 
new home. Each scene in the five-part narrative depicts a moment of time during an open 
house, presenting an exquisitely detailed and complex view of home, family, and interpersonal 
relations.

Throughout the series, one sees images of the changing structure of the American family 
represented alongside design trends such as a Michael Graves/Alessi kettle in the kitchen 
and a pair of men’s Nike sneakers in the bedroom. A David Hockney lithograph hangs in the 
living room along with a Robert Mapplethorpe photogravure. Raftery’s prints are striking for 
both the exacting process through which they were created – it took the artist over six years to 
conceptualize and complete the series – and their subject matter, which avoids the dramatic, 
sensational, and unusual in favor of a detailed interpretation of everyday life. And yet, this 
meticulous account of the process of selling a home carries additional resonance in light of 
the recent collapse of the real estate market and the subsequent weakening of the worldwide 
banking system, the ramifications of which we are still dealing with today.

Dutch artists in the 17th century first popularized such scenes of everyday life, or “genre scenes,” 
presenting an intimate mirror of contemporary social interaction that provides a historical 
model for Raftery. His strong linear approach to the medium draws on the visual tradition of 
leading 17th - and 18th-century French engravers as well as celebrated German printmakers. A 
complementary exhibition, The Incised Line: Engravings from the Fleming Museum Collection, 
in the adjacent gallery, provides context on the history of engraving through examples from the 
Museum’s collection. Both exhibitions are on view through December 16, 2011.

This exhibition was organized by the Fleming Museum of Art, with generous support from the 
Kalkin Family Exhibitions Endowment Fund, and the Walter Cerf Exhibitions Endowment. It 
will travel to Wesleyan University, and to the College of St. Rose. 
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David Schorr and 
Andrew Raftery
Mary Ryan
The pairing of  David Schorr and Andrew Raftery 
made sense.  Both are representational artists, 
and both share a belief  in the power of  process 
as well as the poetry of  objects.  In Schorr’s case 
the medium seems to be the message.  His still 
lifes, all a foot square, float consumer goods on 
grounds of  layered gesso spiked with bone meal 
and covered with swaths of  gouache and scratch-
es of  silverpoint.  The grounds have a strong ma-
terial presence that contrasts with their tattoolike 
images of  booze, ink bottles, and prescription 
drugs; cans of  caviar, artichoke hearts, and motor 
oil; road maps, soap, and children’s books.
   These objects dance across Schorr’s canvases 
like flickering memories—fond recollections of  
objects and labels from the artist’s past.  In Tuna 
Quartet (2006), for instance, Bumble Bee tuna 
cans tumble over a wash of  blue paint as if  riding 
the crest of  a wave.  Schorr’s sensitive handling 
of  his subjects persuasively conveys his affection 
for them.
   In Raftery’s postmodern allegories the medium 
delivers the message.  His series of  five black-
and-white  prints—“Open House”—uses the 
nearly obsolete technique of  burin engraving to 
explore the intersection of  private and public life.  
Here prospective buyers size up an elderly cou-
ple’s home as it stands ready to pass from one 
generation to the next.  Dressed in shorts, track-
suits, and flip-flops, visitors inspect an Arts and 
Crafts Movement interior as if  examining a his-
toric site, and the house, itself  filled with modern 
and postmodern artifacts, resembles a museum 
of  20th-century life. 
   Both Schorr and Raftery are concerned wit h 
time’s effects on objects.  Where Schorr com-
memorates things from the past as if  they were 
souvenirs, Raftery conflates the past and present 
in uncanny, frozen tableaux.                   

–Nancy Grimes

FEBRUARY 2009
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PROVIDENCE, RI.- The RISD 
Museum of Art presents The 
Brilliant Line: Following the 
Early Modern Engraver, 1480-
1650, featuring 85 objects from 
the RISD Museum’s outstanding 
collection of Renaissance and 
Baroque prints—until now 
unpublished and rarely viewed—
as well as objects from major 
public institutions such as the 
National Gallery of Art, and the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Visitors to the exhibition will 
receive a privileged view into 
this prized resource. Although most people see and even touch an engraving every day—US 
currency and many stamps are engraved on steel—few artists work in the medium today. In 
the Renaissance engraving was new, and one of the world’s first reproducible art forms, full of 
possibility for the spread of designs of all types throughout Europe.

The Brilliant Line focuses on the height of the medium, from 1480 to 1650, when engravers made 
dramatic and rapid visual changes to engraving technique as they responded to the demands of 
reproducing artworks in other media. The Brilliant Line follows these visual transformations 
and offers new insight into the special inventiveness and technical virtuosity of Renaissance 
and Baroque (Early Modern) engravers. The exhibition will travel to the Block Museum of Art, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL in April, 2010.

Renaissance engravings, objects of exquisite beauty and incomparable intricacy, are composed 
entirely of lines. Using a burin (a metal tool with a lozenge-shaped tip), an engraver carves 
recessed grooves into a copperplate. After the plate is inked and its flat surfaces wiped clean, the 
copperplate is forced through a press against dampened paper, onto which the ink pulled from 
inside the lines transfers, printing the incised image in reverse. Artists began using this intaglio 
process in Europe as early as 1430.

Engravers learned quickly from one another by buying and trading engravings and meeting 
fellow practitioners on transcontinental travels. The exhibition takes an international approach, 
following connections among engravers from Nuremberg, to Rome, to Paris, and the cumulative 
efects of the knowledge they shared. Objects on view lay out the medium’s continuities, or 
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“systems”—those visual tricks that responded so well to the pictorial problems of tone. texture, 
and volume—while highlighting the exceptional ingenuity of individual engravers. Visitors will 
be invited to think about the relationships between spectacular prints by Albrecht Dürer and 
Marcantonio Raimondi, Cornelis Cort and Agostino Carracci, or Martin Schongauer and Robert 
Nanteuil. Where many Renaissance print exhibitions have emphasized the regional specifcity of 
particular schools, assembling all printmaking techniques together, this exhibition outlines the 
fuid geography of engraving and the particular history of one medium as it was shaped by its 
specifc applications and circumstances of production.

The exhibition also features an exciting collaboration between Associate Curator Emily Peters 
and RISD Associate Professor of Printmaking Andrew Raftery, a practicing engraver. Raftery 
redrew and analyzed several engravings in the show, creating an interactive in-gallery and online 
Flash program that allows visitors to visually unpack engraving’s complex visual language. A 
video features Raftery engraving and printing. Through this and other key comparisons in the 
gallery, the exhibition brings the early modern engraver’s working process to life.

RISD Museum of Art | Block Museum of Art | Renaissance | Baroque | Andrew Raftery | 
illustrations. Since Babar et ce coquin d’Arthur, Laurent de Brunhof has produced thirty-six 
additional books about Babar and his family and friends.



Art
Andrew Raftery, 
“Open House: Five Engraved Scenes”
Mary Ryan Gallery, through Nov 29
(see Chelsea)
HHHHHH

One of the more notable trends in this year’s 
election was the face that a significant portion of 
the electorate cast ballots counter to what would 
be expected of its demographic.  Could this 
indicate that we’re moving beyond the accepted 
social categories of recent years?  Andrew Raftery’s 
breathtakingly detailed engravings at Mary Ryan 
Gallery suggest as much.

Raftery uses a traditional representational 
approach – with a strong focus on one- and two-
point perspective—to contemplate contemporary definitions of the American family.  The 
results are a gentle plea for flexibility, delivered sotto voce, without the usual blunt bat employed 
by those trying to hit a political statement out of the ballpark.

The five scenes on view depict various groups of adults with their children in luxurious domestic 
environments that reveal homes unbounded by conventional mores.  Open House: Scene 5 
(bedroom), for instance, depicts two pairs of men’s shoes resting side by side beneath a bench 
at the foot of a bed while five people – what could be two male couples and a woman—busy 
themselves by examining exercise equipment, surveying a wall-mounted print, looking into a 
mirror. 

The details throughout are refreshingly relevant: Cell phones and designer fixtures are rendered 
with a level of attention reminiscent of Hogarth.  Gender ambiguity among the subjects is also a 
theme.  Rafter’s recognition of the complexity in current social arenas translates handsomely in 
these pieces, which are themselves hybrids of content and styles.            -T.J. Carlin

November 19, 2008
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